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Inspired by the beloved world of Star Wars, this collection of
over 75 whimsical and original poems is a celebration of
childhood, creativity, imagination, and the early years of Star
Wars fandom. In “My Pet AT-AT,” a ten-year-old dreams of
playing hide and seek and fetch with an AT-AT. In “Dad’s
Luke Skywalker Figurine,” a child opens their dad’s
untouched action figure but, instead of getting into trouble,
helps their dad re-discover his own sense of play. In “T-16
Dreams,” a little girl imagines herself flying through the
galaxy, the Empire hot on her trail, to help with her real-world
fear of flying. Set in the hearts and minds of young children
who love Star Wars, and filled with the characters you know
and love, I Wish I Had a Wookiee is the perfect gift for the
young Star Wars fan—and the young at heart.
Revised edition of the best-selling memoir that has been read
by over a million people worldwide with translations in 29
languages. After too many years of unfulfilling work, Bronnie
Ware began searching for a job with heart. Despite having no
formal qualifications or previous experience in the field, she
found herself working in palliative care. During the time she
spent tending to those who were dying, Bronnie's life was
transformed. Later, she wrote an Internet blog post, outlining
the most common regrets that the people she had cared for
had expressed. The post gained so much momentum that it
was viewed by more than three million readers worldwide in
its first year. At the request of many, Bronnie subsequently
wrote a book, The Top Five Regrets of the Dying, to share
her story. Bronnie has had a colourful and diverse life. By
applying the lessons of those nearing their death to her own
life, she developed an understanding that it is possible for
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everyone, if we make the right choices, to die with peace of
mind. In this revised edition of the best-selling memoir that
has been read by over a million people worldwide, with
translations in 29 languages, Bronnie expresses how
significant these regrets are and how we can positively
address these issues while we still have the time. The Top
Five Regrets of the Dying gives hope for a better world. It is a
courageous, life-changing book that will leave you feeling
more compassionate and inspired to live the life you are truly
here to live.
THE #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A wonderful book'
Richard Osman 'So clear and true ... Helpful for all
relationships in life' Nigella Lawson 'A fascinating read on the
emotional baggage we all carry' Elizabeth Day From the UK's
favourite therapist, as seen on Channel 4's Grayson's Art
Club. ____________________________________________
__________________________________________ How
can we have better relationships? In this Sunday Times
bestseller, leading psychotherapist Philippa Perry reveals the
vital do's and don'ts of relationships. This is a book for us all.
Whether you are interested in understanding how your
upbringing has shaped you, looking to handle your child's
feelings or wishing to support your partner, you will find
indispensable information and realistic tips in these pages.
Philippa Perry's sane, sage and judgement-free advice is an
essential resource on how to have the best possible
relationships with the people who matter to you most. ______
_________________________________________________
______________________________ 'It gave me hope as a
new parent' Babita Sharma 'This has genuinely had such a
positive impact on my life and my relationship with my
daughter' Josh Widdicombe 'She writes with an inquisitive
elegance rarely found in parenting guides ... it is forgiving and
persuasive' Hadley Freeman, the Guardian 'Philippa Perry is
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one of the wisest, most sane and secure people I've ever met'
Decca Aitkenhead, Sunday Times Magazine
This is a book about life, lessons learned and a young man's
attempt to tell the woman he loved all those words he never
could. Now it is too late for him, but what about you? If you
could change the past, what would you tell others? That's the
big question this book attempts to answer, so that you'll never
grow into the future regretting your past.
“What is the scene or incident in European history that you
would like to have witnessed-and why?” With lively and
detailed accounts of some of the most dramatic events in
history, some of our finest historical writers now turn their
attention to Europe in this companion volume to I Wish I'd
Been There: Twenty Historians Bring to Life the Dramatic
Events that Changed America. Guided by peerless scholars
such as Paul Kennedy, John Keegan, Ross King, Freeman
Dyson, and Katherine Duncan-Jones, readers will be
transported to the signing of Magna Carta, the Versailles
Conference, the German surrender in WWII on Luneburg
Heath, and other key turning points in the drama of European
history. These essays encompass two millenia and an entire
continent, addressing issues of politics, law, religion, peace
and war, science and the arts, and social change, all
telescoped into finely observed narratives. The result is an
historical pageant of characters and episodes that will attract
and delight all readers of history.
Korean edition of WHAT I WISH I KNEW WHEN I WAS 20: A
Crash Course on Making Your Place in the World. Seelig is
the Executive Director for the Stanford Technology Ventures
Program. A lecture titled What I Wish I Knew When I Was 20
drew a tremendous response and inspired this book. The
lecture embodies her thoughts she shared with her son who
was about to enter college. Giving that Stanford had
produced countless premier innovators, this book should be
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required reading for anyone, not just 20 year-olds. In Korean.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and Becky Albertalli, Mason
Deaver's stunning debut will rip your heart out before showing
you how to heal from tragedy and celebrate life in the
process.
Preston C. Randall has had it. He takes on one dimwitted
advertiser after another -- with the most moronic of claims -and feeds them a heaping helping of their own blather.
Praising their absolute ineffectiveness and ineptitude while
offering delightful testimonials that only their detractors could
enjoy.

Big Books from big name authors to share with the whole
class
Polly Powell is a book publisher who decided to write this
book for her two children as they faced the prospect of
moving out of home and into student digs at university.
Wracked with motherly guilt about all the things she
hadn't managed to tell them, she embarked on
identifying and explaining the 50 most important life-skills
that had somehow slipped through the net. She lives in
hope of seeing the perfectly ironed shirt.
spoiler alert:these were not all the words i wish i said. in
fact most of these words i wish i didn't write. just to the
small fact of, i wish i didn't care... but sadly i do. but if i
said the words i wish i did, then they wouldn't be my little
secret, they would be words on paper in a book. they
would be words taken out of context, because the world
loves to take things out of context. the words i wish i said
are between me and my party of a brain. because if you
knew the words, then you would have such an
advantage over me, and my quiet showers where i
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ramble on to myself about my words wouldn't be my
secret anymore. you may be able to take most of me but
you'll never be able to take all of me.
The internationally bestselling author of 13 Things
Mentally Strong People Don’t Do, Amy Morin,
empowers tweens, teaching them how to think, feel, and
act stronger than ever! Perfect for fans of The
Confidence Code for Girls, this book tackles mental
strength in a relatable way. Filled with fun graphics and
illustrations throughout. “This book is a powerful gift to
kids—it shows them how to help themselves!” —Claire
Shipman, New York Times bestselling coauthor of The
Confidence Code for Girls Do you worry that you don’t
fit in? Do you feel insecure sometimes? Do you wish
your life looked as perfect as everyone else on social
media? Do you have anxiety about things you can’t
control? Being a tween can be really hard, especially in
today’s world. You balance it all—homework,
extracurricular activities, chores, friendship drama, and
family, all while trying to give the impression that you
know exactly what you’re doing. Sometimes when we
try to look perfect on the outside, we can feel rotten in
the inside. Do you want to become a stronger person,
inside and out? By picking up this book, you’re already
taking the first step toward becoming a better person
where it counts—by training your brain. Prominent
psychotherapist and social worker Amy Morin offers
relatable scenarios, then shows tweens the ways they
can develop healthy habits, build mental strength, and
take action toward becoming their best selves. 13 Things
Strong Kids Do gives tweens the tools needed to
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overcome life’s toughest challenges. This nonfiction
middle grade book is an excellent choice for tween
readers in grades 5 to 8, including those living through
the stresses of homeschooling, returning to the
classroom, and navigating a changed and stressful
world.
Smartly dressed mice give sage advice on all elements
of proper pet care in this photographic picture book. Who
hasn’t yearned for the perfect pet? The mice in this
book—hand-sewn and inhabiting enchanting, dioramastyle scenes—know all about critter care, and they’re
here to share wise words about choosing and keeping
animal companions. Whimsical images of the mice with
their own petite pets, including bumblebees, ladybugs,
and butterflies, complement the warm humor of this
extraordinary picture book that’s truly like no other!
A boy imagines what it would be like if he had such
things as duck feet, a whale spout, and an elephant's
trunk, but eventually realizes that he is better off just
being himself. Reissue.
Since Joyce Mitchell was widowed five years ago, she's
kept herself occupied by running the Sewing Circus, an
all-girl group she founded to provide badly needed
services to young women at risk, many of whom are
single mothers. But some nights, home alone, she has to
admit that something is missing. And soon she may not
even have the Sewing Circus to fill up her life, as the
state legislature has decided not to fund the group.
Feeling defeated and pessimistic, Joyce reluctantly
agrees to dinner at the home of her best friend, Sister,
and finds not only a perfect meal but a tall, dark stranger
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named Nate Anderson. His unexpected presence
touches a chord in Joyce that she thought her heart had
forgotten how to play. Suddenly, Joyce feels ready to
grab a sexy red dress and the life that goes with it . . . if
she can keep her girls safe from the forces—useless
boyfriends and government agencies—alike against them.
Denise feels left out at her new school and believes that
if she had a unicorn she would be more popular. Her
wish comes true, but when she shows her classmates
how to make a craft project she becomes the center of
attention--without the unicorn, which disappears as
magically as it came. Denise learns that popularity
doesn't depend upon external things.

Featuring contributions from Esther M. Friesner,
Kevin J. Anderson, Mike Resnick, and Irene
Radford, this brilliant collection of original stories
imagines a vast array of futures, in which androids,
time twists, and personal jet cars run rampant and
that might someday become a reality. Original.
Fish has a wish. He wishes he were a bird so he
could fly. He wishes he were a skunk so he could
make a big stink. . . or a snake that says
HISSSSSSSSS. But after enjoying a delicious
mayfly snack, Fish realizes he's happy exactly as he
is. The stunning artwork draws from Asian and
classical European wildlife art, and is both elegant
and bold. An I Like to Read (R) book. Guided
Reading Level E.
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to
have a twin brother? What would you do with your
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twin? Would you ride a bicycle built for two? Would
you switch places at school? In this delightful book,
one little boy imagines all the wonderful—and often
wicked—things he would do in I Wish I Had a Twin
Brother.
I Wish My Kids Had Cancer is a fatheras gripping,
real glimpse of his familyas struggle to survive with
two children with Autism. The book intimately,
honestly, and powerfully, addresses the emotional,
social, financial, political and medical aspects of a
family fighting for their very existence. Learn about
the struggle, the epidemic and Help Families In
Need! Support Autism Through Song! Download the
song aState of Emergencya by world-renowned
recording artist Sara Hickman. ALL Proceeds
Donated to help Families with Autism! Visit
www.iwishmykidshadcancer.com to download or visit
www.sarahickman.com to download this powerful,
emotionally charged song written in response to this
book. Encourage others to listen and download! Help
provide hope for those with Autism!
Anjali and her friends are excited to get matching
personalized license plates for their bikes. But Anjali
can't find her name. To make matters worse, she
gets bullied for her "different" name, and is so upset
she demands to change it. When her parents refuse
and she is forced to take matters into her own
hands, she winds up learning to celebrate who she is
and carry her name with pride and power. A timeless
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story about appreciating what makes us special and
honoring our differences.
I Wish I Had. . .Eerdmans Young Readers
Looking through the exquisitely crafted stained glass
windows of any church, one might think that all is
well inside. Yet, the word from clergywomen is that
nothing could be further from the truth. Their
commitment to God and to the people of the faith
community where they serve remains intact. Yet,
underneath this public veneer lie endless inequities,
struggles unimaginable, and realities too long
undivulged.In this age of "Me Too," clergywomen dig
deep as they share their stories of the joys and
challenges of being a woman in ministry with
boldness and authenticity. In these pages, the voices
of clergymen and others who stand in solidarity and
support of clergywomen can also be heard.Words of
hope and suggestions of possibilities for the future
call on the church to implement policies and
practices that will lead to equitable treatment of
clergywomen everywhere. May the church, today
and tomorrow, with enhanced equity for
clergywomen, reflect all humanity as created in the
image of the divine.
In "Return of the Heroes," Walt Whitman refers to
the casualties of the American Civil War: "the dead
to me mar not. . . . / they fit very well in the
landscape under the trees and grass. . . ." In her new
poetry collection, Jude Nutter challenges Whitman's
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statement by exploring her own responses to war
and conflict and, in a voice by turns rueful, dolorous,
and imagistic, reveals why she cannot agree. Nutter,
who was born in England and grew up in Germany,
has a visceral sense of history as a constant, violent
companion. Drawing on a range of locales and
historical moments—among them Rwanda, Sarajevo,
Nagasaki, and both world wars—she replays the
confrontation of personal history colliding with history
as a social, political, and cultural force. In many of
the poems, this confrontation is understood through
the shift from childhood innocence and magical
thinking to adult awareness and guilt. Nutter
responds to Whitman from another perspective as
well. It was Whitman who wrote that he could live
with animals because, among other things, they are
placid, self-contained, and guiltless. As counterpoint,
Nutter weaves a series of animal poems—a kind of
personal bestiary—throughout the collection that
reveals the tragedy and violence also inherent in the
lives of animals. Here, as in much of Nutter's
previous work, the boundaries between the animal
and human worlds are permeable; the urgent voice
of the poet insists we recognize that "Even from a
distance, suffering / is suffering." Here is both
acknowledgment and challenge: distance may be
measured in terms of time, culture, or place, or it
may be caused by the gap between animals and
humans, but it is our responsibility to speak against
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atrocity and bloodshed, however voiceless we may
feel.
I Wish Someone Had Told Me... details things that can,
and often do, happen to women during labour, delivery
and the first few weeks of motherhood, that women wish
they had known before they had their baby. I Wish
Someone Had Told Me... contains truthful, factuallycorrect, entertaining experiences that hundreds of
mothers from around the world shared with the author,
Jennifer Hacker Pearson. The aim of I Wish Someone
Had Told Me... is to shed light on many of the things that
women don't like to talk about, like how scary it is to do a
number two after you've had a baby. The promise
throughout the book is to speak the truth, warts and all.
The author hopes that by sharing these experiences
mums-to-be and new mothers will be better prepared
going into their journey of childbirth and motherhood, and
that their knowledge of these things, and that they
happen to other women too, will reduce their chance of
fear, stress, anxiety and depression. Jennifer Hacker
Pearson holds a PhD in Medicine, however she wrote
this book as a mother for mothers. The experiences
detailed in I Wish Someone Had Told Me... are true,
gross, entertaining, sometimes rude, and an absolute
must to share.
there are certain things i’d never say and certain things
i’d silent pray things so secret raw and real things of
truth or this of feel these are the things inside my head
and all the things i wish i said
“Most people spend far more time in preparation for their
vocation than they do in preparation for marriage.” With
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more than 35 years of experience counseling couples,
Gary has found that most marriages suffer due to a lack
of preparation and a failure to learn to work together as
intimate teammates. So he put together this practical
little book, packed with wisdom and tips that will help
many develop the loving, supportive, and mutually
beneficial marriage they envision, such as: What the
adequate foundation for a successful marriage truly is
What to expect about the roles and influence of extended
family How to solve disagreements without arguing How
to talk through issues like money, sex, chores, and more
Why couples must learn how to apologize and forgive
Ideal for newly married couples and those considering
marriage, the material lends itself to heart-felt, revealing,
and critical conversations for relational success. Read
this bookand you’ll be prepared for—not surprised by—the
challenges of marriage. - Bonus features include: Book
suggestions and an interactive websites to enhance the
couples’ experience “Talking it Over” questions and
suggestions to jumpstart conversations over each
chapter Appendix on healthy dating relationships and an
accompanying learning exercise
Peter has a pirate suit and all the power to go with it,
while his younger brother has to serve as the crew on
their imaginary pirate ship.
Ever since Mrs Malaprop first took to the stage in 1775
and described a gentleman as 'the very pineapple of
politeness', some famous figures have become better
known for their slips of the tongue than for anything they
said intentionally. In particular, the careers of a number
of broadcasters, sporting figures and politicians have
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become defined by their verbal blunders. Former US
Vice-President Dan Quayle is remembered solely for
making unfortunate remarks such as 'Republicans
understand the importance of bondage between a
mother and child.' Welsh naturalist Iolo Williams sent
Twitter into meltdown when, discussing diving sea birds
on Springwatch 2016, he asked a female
conservationist: 'Is that the deepest shag you've ever
had?' Even respected sports broadcaster Harry
Carpenter was probably haunted forever by his
seemingly innocent comment at the end of the 1977 Boat
Race: 'Ah, isn't that nice? The wife of the Cambridge
President is kissing the cox of the Oxford crew.' I Wish I
Hadn't Said That is a collection of over 3,000 spoken and
written blunders - including unintentional double
entendres, spoonerisms, mixed metaphors,
malapropisms, jaw-dropping remarks, misguided quiz
show answers, embarrassing newspaper misprints, and
foreign signs and notices that have sadly become lost in
translation.
Lucia van der Post has dispensed advice on living
stylishly for more than three decades, and her common
sense, confidence, and wit have garnered her legions of
fans worldwide. A bestseller in the United Kingdom,
Things I Wish My Mother Had Told Me offers in van der
Post's distinctively warm, aphoristic style everything a
woman needs to know about living well, with elegance
and glamour. Leaving no aspect of a woman's life
unconsidered, sections include How to Work and Have a
Life; Cheap Chic; Ten Easy Main Courses; How to Wear
Black; and Love, Marriage, and Happiness.
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The #1 New York Times bestselling children's book Amy
Krouse Rosenthal and Tom Lichtenheld have combined
their extraordinary talents to create an inspirational book
that's full of endless good wishes. Wishes for curiosity
and wonder, for friendship and strength, laughter and
peace. Whether celebrating life's joyous milestones,
sharing words of encouragement, or observing the
wonder of everyday moments, this sweet book is for
wishers of all ages! I Wish You More is the perfect
graduation gift as well as a must-have, uplifting read sure
to bring positivity to all who read it.
I Wish I Had a Dad is a self-help children’s book that
focuses on the absence of a father in a young boy’s life
and gives insight on the emotional toll that it can have on
a boy as he transitions into manhood. Divorce,
separation, and death are only a few reasons why the
father may be absent from the home. This may affect the
child’s ability to identify with others because a piece of
their life has gone unanswered. Wish I Had a Daddy
opens the door for parents to discuss how a child feels
and good discussions for the child to overcome and be at
peace with the way life is.
What she needs is a miracle. What she gets is a genie with
rules. Lacey Linden has gotten good at hiding the truth of her
life—a depressed mom, a crumbling house, and bills too big to
pay. In school, she’s a girl with a ready smile and good
grades, but at night, Lacey spends her time dreaming up
ways to save her family. On a get-cash-quick trip to the flea
market, Lacey stumbles over a music box that seemingly
begs her to take it home. She does, only to find that it’s
inhabited by a gorgeous “genie.” He offers her a month of
wishes, one per day, but there’s a catch. Each wish must be
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humanly possible. Grant belongs to a league of supernatural
beings, dedicated to serving humans in need. After two years
of fulfilling conventional wishes, he’s one assignment away
from promotion to a new job with more challenging cases. His
month with Lacey is exactly what he expects and nothing like
he imagines. Lacey and Grant soon discover that the hardest
task of all might be saying goodbye.
He said all of the right things, at just the right time.Meka was
ready to love again. After recovering from a break up with her
no-good ex-boyfriend, Joseph, Meka was open to all of the
new possibilities real love could bring. So, as sparks flew
when she ran into her old high school friend, Kenneth, in a
store one afternoon, Meka made the decision to throw
caution to the wind and give love another try. Their journey to
reconnecting and loving each other was full of passion, joy,
and red flags. Had Meka finally found the love that she had
been longing for all of her life? Or would Kenneth make her
wish she had never laid eyes on him in the first place?
I Wish I Had Time is a bildungsroman that traces Tejas's
transformation from being young boy with potential to being a
business magnate. It is a series of his interaction with his past
and also his own soul who in this journey keeps guiding him
and informing him of his mistakes in the past. We see
glimpses of Tejas's life as he's on his deathbed, reminiscing
every trial and happiness that he faced in life. He was no
saint and he had his own share of mistakes, but all said and
done, his experiences and insights are lessons to everyone
who is willing to learn from it. I Wish I Had Time is a saga of a
man's journey where he learns that choices, changes and
chances are all that are required to conquer one's life.
Eleven-year-old Charlie Reese has been making the same
secret wish every day since fourth grade. She even has a list
of all the ways there are to make the wish, such as cutting off
the pointed end of a slice of pie and wishing on it as she
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takes the last bite. But when she is sent to the Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Carolina to live with family she barely
knows, it seems unlikely that her wish will ever come true.
That is until she meets Wishbone, a skinny stray dog who
captures her heart, and Howard, a neighbor boy who proves
surprising in lots of ways. Suddenly Charlie is in serious
danger of discovering that what she thought she wanted may
not be what she needs at all. From award-winning author
Barbara O'Connor comes a middle-grade novel about a girl
who, with the help of a true-blue friend, a big-hearted aunt
and uncle, and the dog of her dreams, unexpectedly learns
the true meaning of family in the least likely of places. This
title has Common Core connections.
Illustrations and text express a desire for the sharp eyesight
of a blackbird, the tail of a lemur, and other animal's
strengths.
We deal with various problems in our society. Many a times
instead of solving the problems we play the blame game. A
Problem can be solved only if you speak to the right person at
the right time.
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